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Berlin, October 6th 2022 

 

COOPERATION BETWEEN LEGAL TECH ASSOCIATION 

GERMANY AND TALENTROCKET 
 
WAR FOR TALENTS 
It is no longer a secret that the job market for lawyers is changing. It's no longer legal talent 

applying to employers, but the other way around. "In 1999, there were still more than 10,000 

graduates of the second state exam, but in 2019 there were only 8,034," says Sebastian von 

Glahn, CEO of TalentRocket. Especially in the field of legal tech, the pool of applicants is 

currently still particularly small, but the demand on the market is particularly high due to the 

high relevance of the topic. Legal tech has become increasingly relevant for the entire legal 

market in recent years. "The combination of legal knowledge as well as tech understanding is 

extremely in demand in the legal market," explains Antonia Pape, co-founder of Nominandum 

and on the board of the Legal Tech Association. In order to create a platform for legal tech 

talent and employers, two industry giants, Legal Tech Verband Deutschland and TalentRocket, 

have now joined forces. 
 

 

GOALS OF THE COOPERATION 
The aim of the cooperation is to achieve a precise match between talents and employers. The 

Legal Tech Association Germany launched its "Digital Referendariat" platform at the beginning 

of the year. Here, young talents can find trainee positions in the legal tech sector. Now the 

association is cooperating with TalentRocket to expand this offering. The focus remains clearly 

on jobs in the legal tech sector. Sebastian von Glahn: "The interface we cover with this 

cooperation is unique. We at TalentRocket bring our algorithm-based recruiting tool and reach, 

the association its unique network of all legal tech players." 
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ABOUT THE COOPERATION PARTNERS 

 

About TalentRocket 
TalentRocket is Germany's largest career platform for lawyers and brings talents together with 

employers. The online platform now features more than 550 employers, including all relevant 

information and vacancies. More than 45,000 registered lawyers can search specifically for 

suitable jobs and employers, compare their profiles and find out about career paths. Conversely, 

employers can use the active search function to contact potential new employees themselves. 

 

About the Legal Tech Association Germany 
Founded in 2020, Legal Tech Verband Deutschland e.V. stands for digitization and innovation 

in the German legal market and is the only association that represents all market players. Its 

members include, for example, law firms, companies, legal protection insurers, software 

providers and legal tech startups. The association advocates an innovation-friendly legal 

framework, legal certainty and the promotion of investments in legal tech in order to ensure 

the future viability and competitiveness of the German legal market. 
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